QuadMetrics
Measure. Model. Mitigate.

In order to manage cybersecurity risk, you must first be able to measure it. Take a dynamic and proactive approach to the management of cybersecurity risks faced by enterprise networks. QuadMetrics’ Signet Scope provides a comprehensive dashboard view into your network risk, system vulnerabilities, and risk profile.

Measure

- Measure and track your security risk with the QuadMetrics Security Rating™.
- Dynamic information gives you the most up-to-date view of your security posture.
- Understand where the risk is inside your organization.
- Light touch. QuadMetrics operates from outside your network, so there is no slow down of your network traffic.

Understand Risk

- See the changes to your rating as a result of investments or policy changes.
- Examine details of what is increasing your security risk.
- The QuadMetrics Security Breach Prediction Index™ gives you a probability of a network breach within the next 365 days.

Be Proactive

- Receive alerts on threats and risk indicators.
- Understand your true attack surface and adjust policies to mitigate risk.
- Go beyond known vulnerability detection and understand why organizational policy is leaving you vulnerable.

Subscribe to QuadMetrics today! Contact us at sales@merit.edu or 734-527-5785.
Informing the Security Strategy of:

- Eastern Michigan University
- Grand Valley State University
- Northern Michigan University
- University of Michigan
- Western Michigan University
- Wayne State University

Continuous Monitoring of Your Security Posture

QuadMetrics’ proprietary Signet Scope tool provides valuable reports that can be used to improve cybersecurity and to track changes over time.

Subscribe to QuadMetrics today! Contact us at sales@merit.edu or 734-527-5785.